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Abstra t

We present a probabilisti generative model for timing deviations in expressive musi performan e. The stru ture of the proposed model is equivalent to a swit hing state
spa e model. The swit h variables orrespond to dis rete note lo ations as in a musi al
s ore. The ontinuous hidden variables denote the tempo. We formulate two well known
musi re ognition problems, namely tempo tra king and automati trans ription (rhythm
quantization) as ltering and maximum a posteriori (MAP) state estimation tasks. Exa t omputation of posterior features su h as the MAP state is intra table in this model
lass, so we introdu e Monte Carlo methods for integration and optimization. We ompare
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (su h as Gibbs sampling, simulated annealing and iterative improvement) and sequential Monte Carlo methods (parti le lters). Our
simulation results suggest better results with sequential methods. The methods an be
applied in both online and bat h s enarios su h as tempo tra king and trans ription and
are thus potentially useful in a number of musi appli ations su h as adaptive automati
a ompaniment, s ore typesetting and musi information retrieval.
1. Introdu tion
Automati musi trans ription refers to extra tion of a human readable and interpretable
des ription from a re ording of a musi al performan e. Traditional musi notation is su h
a des ription that lists the pit h levels (notes) and orresponding timestamps.
Ideally, one would like to re over a s ore dire tly from the audio signal. Su h a representation of the surfa e stru ture of musi would be very useful in musi information retrieval
(Musi -IR) and ontent des ription of musi al material in large audio databases. However,
when operating on sampled audio data from polyphoni a ousti al signals, extra tion of a
s ore-like des ription is a very hallenging auditory s ene analysis task (Ver oe, Gardner,
& S heirer, 1998).
In this paper, we fo us on a subproblem in musi -ir, where we assume that exa t timing
information of notes is available, for example as a stream of MIDI1 events from a digital
keyboard.
A model for tempo tra king and trans ription from a MIDI-like musi representation
is useful in a broad spe trum of appli ations. One example is automati s ore typesetting,
1. Musi al Instruments Digital Interfa e. A standard ommuni ation proto ol espe ially designed for digital
instruments su h as keyboards. Ea h time a key is pressed, a MIDI keyboard generates a short message
ontaining pit h and key velo ity. A omputer an tag ea h re eived message by a timestamp for real-time
pro essing and/or re ording into a le.
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the musi al analog of word pro essing. Almost all s ore typesetting appli ations provide a
means of automati generation of a onventional musi notation from MIDI data.
In onventional musi notation, the onset time of ea h note is impli itly represented by
the umulative sum of durations of previous notes. Durations are en oded by simple rational
numbers (e.g., quarter note, eighth note), onsequently all events in musi are pla ed on
a dis rete grid. So the basi task in MIDI trans ription is to asso iate onset times with
dis rete grid lo ations, i.e., quantization.
However, unless the musi is performed with me hani al pre ision, identi ation of the
orre t asso iation be omes diÆ ult. This is due to the fa t that musi ians introdu e
intentional (and unintentional) deviations from a me hani al pres ription. For example
timing of events an be deliberately delayed or pushed. Moreover, the tempo an u tuate
by slowing down or a elerating. In fa t, su h deviations are natural aspe ts of expressive
performan e; in the absen e of these, musi tends to sound rather dull and me hani al.
On the other hand, if these deviations are not a ounted for during trans ription, resulting
s ores have often very poor quality.
Robust and fast quantization and tempo tra king is also an important requirement for
intera tive performan e systems; appli ations that \listen" to a performer for generating an
a ompaniment or improvisation in real time (Raphael, 2001b; Thom, 2000). At last, su h
models are also useful in musi ology for systemati study and hara terization of expressive
timing by prin ipled analysis of existing performan e data.
From a theoreti al perspe tive, simultaneous quantization and tempo tra king is a
\ hi ken-and-egg" problem: the quantization depends upon the intended tempo interpretation and the tempo interpretation depends upon the quantization. Apparently, human
listeners an resolve this ambiguity (in most ases) without any e ort. Even persons without
any musi al training are able to determine the beat and the tempo very rapidly. However,
it is still un lear what pre isely onstitutes tempo and how it relates to the per eption of
the beat, rhythmi al stru ture, pit h, style of musi et . Tempo is a per eptual onstru t
and annot dire tly be measured in a performan e.
The goal of understanding tempo per eption has stimulated a signi ant body of resear h on the psy hologi al and omputational modeling aspe ts of tempo tra king and
beat indu tion, e.g., see (Desain & Honing, 1994; Large & Jones, 1999; Toiviainen, 1999).
These papers assume that events are presented as an onset list. Attempts are also made
to deal dire tly with the audio signal (Goto & Muraoka, 1998; S heirer, 1998; Dixon &
Cambouropoulos, 2000).
Another lass of tempo tra king models are developed in the ontext of intera tive
performan e systems and s ore following. These models make use of prior knowledge in the
form of an annotated s ore (Dannenberg, 1984; Ver oe & Pu kette, 1985). More re ently,
Raphael (2001b) has demonstrated an intera tive real-time system that follows a solo player
and s hedules a ompaniment events a ording to the player's tempo interpretation.
Tempo tra king is ru ial for quantization, sin e one an not uniquely quantize onsets
without having an estimate of tempo and the beat. The onverse, that quantization an
help in identi ation of the orre t tempo interpretation has already been noted by Desain
and Honing (1991). Here, one de nes orre t tempo as the one that results in a simpler
quantization. However, su h a s hema has never been fully implemented in pra ti e due
to omputational omplexity of obtaining a per eptually plausible quantization. Hen e
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quantization methods proposed in the literature either estimate the tempo using simple
heuristi s (Longuet-Higgins, 1987; Pressing & Lawren e, 1993; Agon, Assayag, Fineberg,
& Rueda, 1994) or assume that the tempo is known or onstant (Desain & Honing, 1991;
Cambouropoulos, 2000; Hamanaka, Goto, Asoh, & Otsu, 2001).
Our approa h to trans ription and tempo tra king is from a probabilisti , i.e., Bayesian
modeling perspe tive. In Cemgil et al. (2000), we introdu ed a probabilisti approa h to
per eptually realisti quantization. This work also assumed that the tempo was known or
was estimated by an external pro edure. For tempo tra king, we introdu ed a Kalman lter
model (Cemgil, Kappen, Desain, & Honing, 2001). In this approa h, we modeled the tempo
as a smoothly varying hidden state variable of a sto hasti dynami al system.
In the urrent paper, we integrate quantization and tempo tra king. Basi ally, our
model balan es s ore omplexity versus smoothness in tempo deviations. The orre t tempo
interpretation results in a simple quantization and the orre t quantization results in a
smooth tempo u tuation. An essentially similar model is proposed re ently also by Raphael
(2001a). However, Raphael uses an inferen e te hnique that only applies for small models;
namely when the ontinuous hidden state is one dimensional. This severely restri ts the
models one an onsider. In the urrent paper, we survey general and widely used state-ofthe-art te hniques for inferen e.
The outline of the paper is as follows: In Se tion 2, we propose a probabilisti model for
timing deviations in expressive musi performan e. Given the model, we will de ne tempo
tra king and quantization as inferen e of posterior quantities. It will turn out that our model
is a swit hing state spa e model in whi h omputation of exa t probabilities be omes intra table. In Se tion 3, we will introdu e approximation te hniques based on simulation,
namely Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) (Dou et,
de Freitas, & Gordon, 2001; Andrieu, de Freitas, Dou et, & Jordan, 2002). Both approa hes
provide exible and powerful inferen e methods that have been su essfully applied in diverse elds of applied s ien es su h as roboti s (Fox, Burgard, & Thrun, 1999), air raft
tra king (Gordon, Salmond, & Smith, 1993), omputer vision (Isard & Blake, 1996), e onometri s (Tanizaki, 2001). Finally we will present simulation results and on lusions.

2. Model
Assume that a pianist is improvising and we are re ording the exa t onset times of ea h key
she presses during the performan e. We denote these observed onset times by y0 ; y1 ; y2 : : :
yk : : : yK or more ompa tly by y0:K . We neither have a ess to a musi al notation of the
pie e nor know the initial tempo she has started her performan e with. Moreover, the
pianist is allowed to freely hange the tempo or introdu e expression. Given only onset
time information y0:K , we wish to nd a s ore 1:K and tra k her tempo u tuations z0:K .
We will re ne the meaning of and z later.
This problem is apparently ill-posed. If the pianist is allowed to hange the tempo
arbitrarily it is not possible to assign a \ orre t" s ore to a given performan e. In other
words any performan e y0:K an be represented by using a suitable ombination of an
arbitrary s ore with an arbitrary tempo traje tory. Fortunately, the Bayes theorem provides
an elegant and prin ipled guideline to formulate the problem. Given the onsets y0:K , the
best s ore 1:K and tempo traje tory z0:K an be derived from the posterior distribution
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that is given by
1
p( 1:K ; z0:K jy0:K ) =
p(y j ; z )p( ; z )
p(y0:K ) 0:K 1:K 0:K 1:K 0:K
a quantity, that is proportional to the produ t of the likelihood term p(y0:K j 1:K ; z0:K ) and
the prior term p( 1:K ; z0:K ).
In rhythm trans ription and tempo tra king, the prior en odes our ba kground knowledge about the nature of musi al s ores and tempo deviations. For example, we an onstru t a prior that prefers \simple" s ores and smooth tempo variations.
The likelihood term relates the tempo and the s ore to a tual observed onset times. In
this respe t, the likelihood is a model for short time expressive timing deviations and motor
errors that are introdu ed by the performer.
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Figure 1: Graphi al Model. Square and oval nodes orrespond to dis rete and ontinuous
variables respe tively. In the text, we sometimes refer to the ontinuous hidden
variables (k ; k ) by zk . The dependen e between and is deterministi . All
, ,  and  are hidden; only onsets y are observed.

2.1 S ore prior
To de ne a s ore 1:K , we rst introdu e a sequen e of quantization lo ations 0:K . A
quantization lo ation k spe i es the s ore time of the k'th onset. We let k denote the
interval between quantization lo ations of two onse utive onsets
k

=

k

k

(1)

1

whi h en odes the s ore 1:3 =
For example onsider the onventional musi notation
[1 0:5 0:5℄. Corresponding quantization lo ations are 0:3 = [0 1 1:5 2℄.
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One simple way of de ning a prior distribution on quantization lo ations p( k ) is spe ifying a table of probabilities for k mod 1 (the fra tion of k ). For example if we wish to
allow for s ores that have sixteenth notes and triplets, we de ne a table of probabilities for
the states mod 1 = f0; 0:25; 0:5; 0:75g[f0; 0:33; 0:67g. Te hni ally, the resulting prior
p( k ) is periodi and improper (sin e k are in prin iple unbounded so we an not normalize
the distribution).
However, if the number of states of k mod 1 is large, it may be diÆ ult to estimate the
parameters of the prior reliably. For su h situations we propose a \generi " prior as follows:
We de ne the probability, that the k'th onset gets quantized at lo ation k , by p( k ) /
exp( d( k )) where d( k ) is the number of signi ant digits in the binary expansion of k
mod 1. For example d(1) = 0, d(1:5) = 1, d(7 + 9=32) = 5 et . The positive parameter  is
used to penalize quantization lo ations that require more bits to be represented. Assuming
that quantization lo ations of onsets are independent a-priori, (besides being in reasing in
k, i.e., k  k 1 ), P
the prior probability of a sequen e of quantization lo ations is given by
p( 0:K ) / exp(  K
k=0 d( k )). We further assume that 0 2 [0; 1). One an he k that
su h a prior prefers simpler notations, e.g., p(
) < p(
). We an generalize this
prior to other subdivisions su h triplets and quintiplets in Appendix A.
Formally, given a distribution on 0:K , the prior of a s ore 1:K is given by








6

p( 1:K ) =

X
0:K









6

p( 1:K j 0:K )p( 0:K )

(2)

Sin e the relationship between 0:K and 1:K is deterministi , p( 1:K j 0:K ) is degenerate for
any given 0:K , so we have

p( 1:K ) / exp



k
K
X
X
k

=1

d(

k0

=1

k0 )

!

(3)

One might be tempted to spe ify a prior dire tly on 1:K and get rid of 0:K entirely.
However, with this simpler approa h it is not easy to devise realisti priors. For example,
onsider a sequen e of note durations [1 1=16 1 1 1 : : : ℄. Assuming a fa torized prior on
that penalizes short note durations, this rhythm would have relatively high probability
whereas it is quite un ommon in onventional musi .

2.2 Tempo prior
We represent the tempo in terms of its inverse, i.e., the period, and denote it with . For
example a tempo of 120 beats per minute (bpm) orresponds to  = 60=120 = 0:5 se onds.
At ea h onset the tempo hanges by an unknown amount k . We assume the hange k
is iid with N (0; Q ). 2 We assume a rst order Gauss-Markov pro ess for the tempo
k = k 1 + k

(4)

2. We denote a (s alar or multivariate) Gaussian distribution p(x) with mean ve tor  and ovarian e
1
matrix P by N (; P )=
^ j2P j 2 exp( 21 (x )T P 1 (x )).
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Eq. 4 de nes a distribution over tempo sequen es 0:K . Given a tempo sequen e, the
\ideal" or \intended" time k of the next onset is given by

k = k 1 + k k 1 + k

(5)

The noise term k denotes the amount of a entuation (that is deliberately playing a
note ahead or ba k in time) without ausing the tempo to be hanged. We assume k 
N (0; Q ). Ideal onsets and a tually observed \noisy" onsets are related by

yk = k + k

(6)

The noise term k models small s ale expressive deviations or motor errors in timing of individual notes. In this paper we will assume that k has a Gaussian distribution parameterized
by N (0; R).
The initial tempo distribution p(0 ) spe i es a range of reasonable tempi and is given
by a Gaussian with a broad varian e. We assume an uninformative ( at) prior on 0 . The
onditional independen e stru ture is given by the graphi al model in Figure 1. Table 1
shows a possible realization from the model.
We note that our model is a parti ular instan e of the well known swit hing state spa e
model (also known as onditionally linear dynami al system, jump Markov linear system,
swit hing Kalman lter) (See, e.g., Bar-Shalom & Li, 1993; Dou et & Andrieu, 2001;
Murphy, 2002).

k

0

k
k

1


k
k
yk

2

(



3


(

0 1/2 3/2
2
0.5 0.6 0.7 . . .
0 0.25 0.85 1.20
0 0.23 0.88 1.24

...
...
...
...
...

Table 1: A possible realization from the model: a ritardando. For larity we assume  = 0.
In the following se tions, we will sometimes refer use zk = (k ; k )T and refer to z0:K
as a tempo traje tory. Given this de nition, we an ompa tly represent Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 by

zk =



1 k
0 1



zk 1 + k

(7)

where k = (k ; k ).

2.3 Extensions
There are several possible extensions to this basi parameterization. For example, one ould
represent the period  in the logarithmi s ale. This warping ensures positivity and seems
to be per eptually more plausible sin e it promotes equal relative hanges in tempo rather
than on an absolute s ale (Grubb, 1998; Cemgil et al., 2001). Although the resulting model
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be omes nonlinear, it an be approximated fairly well by an extended Kalman lter (BarShalom & Li, 1993).
A simple random walk model for tempo u tuations su h as in Eq. 7 seems not to be
very realisti . We would expe t the tempo deviations to be more stru tured and smoother.
In our dynami al system framework su h smooth deviations an be modeled by in reasing
the dimensionality of z to in lude higher order \inertia" variables (Cemgil et al., 2001). For
example onsider the following model,

0
k
B
1;k
B
B
2;k
B
B
 ...

D 1;k

1
0
10
1 k k 0 ::: 0
k 1
C
B
C
B
0 1 0 0 : : : 0 C B 1;k 1
C
B
C
B
C
B
2;k 1
= B0 0
C
C
B
C
B
C
B
.
.
..
A
 .. ..
A
A
.
0 0

D 1;k 1

1
C
C
C
+ k
C
C
A

(8)

We hoose this parti ular parameterization be ause we wish to interpret 1 as the slowly
varying \average" tempo and 2 as a temporary hange in the tempo. Su h a model is useful
for situations where the performer u tuates around an almost onstant tempo; a random
walk model is not suÆ ient in this ase be ause it forgets the initial values. Additional state
variables 3 ; : : : ; D 1 a t like additional \memory" elements. By hoosing the parameter
matrix A and noise ovarian e matrix Q, one an model a ri h range of temporal stru tures
in expressive timing deviations.
The s ore prior an be improved by using a ri her model. For example to allow for
di erent time signatures and alternative rhythmi subdivisions, one an introdu e additional
hidden variables (See Cemgil et al. (2000) or Appendix A) or use a Markov hain (Raphael,
2001a). Potentially, su h extensions make it easier to apture additional stru ture in musi al
rhythm (su h as \weak" positions are followed more likely by \strong" positions). On the
other hand, the number of model parameters rapidly in reases and one has to be more
autious in order to avoid over tting.
For s ore typesetting, we need to quantize note durations as well, i.e., asso iate note
o sets with quantization lo ations. A simple way of a omplishing this is to de ne an
indi ator sequen e u0:K that identi es whether yk is an onset (uk = 1) or an o set (uk =
0). Given uk , we an rede ne the observation model as p(yk jk ; uk ) = uk N (0; R) + (1
uk )N (0; Ro ) where Ro is the observation noise asso iated with o sets. A typi al model
would have Ro  R. For Ro ! 1, the o sets would have no e e t on the tempo pro ess.
Moreover, sin e uk are always observed, this extension requires just a simple lookup.
In prin iple, one must allow for arbitrary long intervals between onsets, hen e k are
drawn from an in nite (but dis rete) set. In our subsequent derivations, we assume that the
number of possible intervals is xed a-priori. Given an estimate of zk 1 and observation yk ,
almost all of the virtually in nite number of hoi es for k will have almost zero probability
and it is easy to identify andidates that would have signi ant probability mass.
Con eptually, all of the above listed extensions are easy to in orporate into the model
and none of them introdu es a fundamental omputational diÆ ulty to the basi problems
of quantization and tempo tra king.
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2.4 Problem De nition
Given the model, we de ne rhythm trans ription, i.e., quantization as a MAP state estimation problem

(9)
1:K = argmax p( 1:K jy0:K )

Z

p( 1:K jy0:K ) =

1:K

dz0:K p( 1:K ; z0:K jy0:K )

and tempo tra king as a ltering problem
X
zk = argmax p( 1:k ; zk jy0:k )
z
k

1:k

(10)

The quantization problem is a smoothing problem: we wish to nd the most likely s ore
 given all the onsets in the performan e. This is useful in \oine" appli ations su h as
1:K
s ore typesetting.
For real-time intera tion, we need to have an online estimate of the tempo/beat zk .
This information is arried forth by the ltering density p( 1:k ; zk jy0:k ) in Eq.10. Our
de nition of the best tempo zk as the maximum is somewhat arbitrary. Depending upon
the requirements of an appli ation, P
one an make use of other features of the ltering
density. For example, the varian e of 1:k p( 1:k ; zk jy0:k ) an be used to estimate \amount
of on den e" in tempo interpretation or arg maxzk ; 1:k p( 1:k ; zk jy0:k ) to estimate most
likely s ore-tempo pair so far.
Unfortunately, the quantities in Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 are intra table due to the explosion in
the number of mixture omponents required to represent the exa t posterior at ea h step k
(See Figure 2). For example, to al ulate the exa t posterior in Eq. 9 we need to evaluate
the following expression:
Z
1
p( 1:K jy0:K ) =
dz0:K p(y0:K jz0:K ; 1:K )p(z0:K j 1:K )p( 1:K )
(11)
Z
1
= p(y0:K j 1:K )p( 1:K )
(12)
Z
P
where the normalization onstant is given by Z = p(y0:K ) = 1:K p(y0:K j 1:K )p( 1:K ). For
ea h traje tory 1:K , the integral over z0:K an be omputed stepwise in k by the Kalman
lter (See appendix B.1). However, to nd the MAP state of Eq. 11, we need to evaluate
p(y0:K j 1:K ) independently for ea h of the exponentially many traje tories. Consequently,
the quantization problem in Eq. 9 an only be solved approximately.
For a urate approximation, we wish to exploit any inherent independen e stru ture of
the exa t posterior. Unfortunately, sin e z and are integrated over, all k be ome oupled
and in general p( 1:K jy0:K ) does not possess any onditional independen e stru ture (e.g.,
a Markov hain) that would fa ilitate eÆ ient al ulation. Consequently, we will resort to
numeri al approximation te hniques.

3. Monte Carlo Simulation
Consider a high dimensional probability distribution
1
p(x) = p (x)
Z
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Example demonstrating the explosion of the number of omponents to represent the
exa t posterior. Ellipses denote the onditional marginals p(k ; !k j 0:k ; y0:k ). (We show
the period in logarithmi s ale where !k = log2 k ). In this toy example, we assume
that a s ore onsists only of notes of length and , i.e., k an be either 1=2 or 1.
(a) We start with a unimodal posterior p(0 ; !0 j 0 ; y0 ), e.g., a Gaussian entered at
(; !) = (0; 0). Sin e we assume that a s ore an only onsist of eight- and quarter
notes, i.e., k 2 f1=2; 1g. the predi tive distribution p(1 ; !1j 0:1; y0) is bimodal where
the modes are entered at (0:5; 0) and (1; 0) respe tively (shown with a dashed ontour
line). On e the next observation y1 is observed (shown with a dashed verti al line around
 = 0:5), the predi tive distribution is updated to yield p(1 ; !1 j 0:1 ; y0:1 ). The numbers
denote the respe tive log-posterior weight of ea h mixture omponent. (b) The predi tive
distribution p(2 ; !2j 0:1; y0:1) at step k = 2 has now 4 modes, two for ea h omponent
of p(1; !1j 0:1; y0:1). ( ) The number of omponents grows exponentially with k.
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R
where the normalization onstant Z = dxp (x) is not known but p (x) an be evaluated
at any parti ular x. Suppose we want to estimate the expe tation of a fun tion f (x) under
the distribution p(x) denoted as
Z

hf (x)ip(x) = dxf (x)p(x)
e.g., the mean of x under p(x) is given by hxi. The intra table integration an be approximated by an average if we an nd N points x(i) , i = 1 : : : N from p(x)

hf (x)ip(x)  N1

N
X

=1

i

f (x(i) )

(14)

When x(i) are generated by independently sampling from p(x), it an be shown that as N
approa hes in nity, the approximation be omes exa t.
However, generating independent samples from p(x) is a diÆ ult task in high dimensions but it is usually easier to generate dependent samples, that is we generate x(i+1) by
making use of x(i) . It is somewhat surprising, that even if x(i) and x(i+1) are orrelated
(and provided ergodi ity onditions are satis ed), Eq. 14 remains still valid and estimated
quantities onverge to their true values when number of samples N goes to in nity.
A sequen e of dependent samples x(i) is generated by using a Markov hain that has
the stationary distribution p(x). The hain is de ned by a olle tion of transition probabilities, i.e., a transition kernel T (x(i+1) jx(i) ). The de nition of the kernel is impli it, in
the sense that one de nes a pro edure to generate the x(i+1) given x(i) . The Metropolis
algorithm (Metropolis & Ulam, 1949; Metropolis, Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth, Teller, & Teller,
1953) provides a simple way of de ning an ergodi kernel that has the desired stationary
distribution p(x). Suppose we have a sample x(i) . A andidate x0 is generated by sampling from a symmetri proposal distribution q(x0 jx(i) ) (for example a Gaussian entered
at x(i) ). The andidate x0 is a epted as the next sample x(i+1) if p(x0 ) > p(x(i) ). If x0
has a lower probability, it an be still a epted, but only with probability p(x0 )=p(x(i) ).
The algorithm is initialized by generating the rst sample x(0) a ording to an (arbitrary)
proposal distribution.
However for a given transition kernel T , it is hard to assess the time required to onverge
to the stationary distribution so in pra ti e one has to run the simulation until a very large
number of samples have been obtained, (see e.g., Roberts & Rosenthal, 1998). The hoi e
of the proposal distribution q is also very riti al. A poor hoi e may lead to the reje tion of
many andidates x0 hen e resulting in a very slow onvergen e to the stationary distribution.
For a large lass of probability models, where the full posterior p(x) is intra table, one
an still eÆ iently ompute marginals of form p(xk jx k ), x k = x1 : : : xk 1 ; xk+1 ; : : : xK
exa tly. In this ase one an apply a more spe ialized Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
algorithm, the Gibbs sampler given below.
1. Initialize x(0)
1:K by sampling from a proposal q(x1:K )
2. For i = 0 : : : N

1
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 For k = 1; : : : ; K , Sample

(i)
(15)
x(ki+1)  p(xk jx(1:i+1)
k 1 ; xk+1:K )
In ontrast to the Metropolis algorithm, where the new andidate is a ve tor x0 , the
Gibbs sampler uses the exa t marginal p(xk jx k ) as the proposal distribution. At ea h
step, the sampler updates only one oordinate of the urrent state x, namely xk , and the
new andidate is guaranteed to be a epted.
Note that, in prin iple we don't need to sample xk sequentially, i.e., we an hoose k
randomly provided that ea h sli e is visited equally often in the limit. However, a deterministi s an algorithm where k = 1; : : : K , provides important time savings in the type of
models that we onsider here.
3.1 Simulated Annealing and Iterative Improvement
Now we shift our fo us from sampling to MAP state estimation. In prin iple, one an use the
samples generated by any sampling algorithm (Metropolis-Hastings or Gibbs) to estimate
the MAP state x of p(x) by argmax p(x(i) ). However, unless the posterior is very mu h
i=1:N
on entrated around the MAP state, the sampler may not visit x even though the samples
x(i) are obtained from the stationary distribution. In this ase, the problem an be simply
reformulated to sample not from p(x) but from a distribution that is on entrated at lo al
maxima of p(x). One su h lass of distributions are given by pj (x) / p(x)j . A sequen e of
exponents 1 < 2 <    < j < : : : is alled to be a ooling s hedule or annealing s hedule
owing to the inverse temperature interpretation of j in statisti al me hani s, hen e the
name Simulated Annealing (SA) (Aarts & van Laarhoven, 1985). When j ! 1 suÆ iently
slowly in j , the as ade of MCMC samplers ea h with the stationary distribution pj (x) is
guaranteed (in the limit) to onverge to the global maximum of p(x). Unfortunately, for this
onvergen e result to hold, the ooling s hedule must go very slowly (in fa t, logarithmi ally)
to in nity. In pra ti e, faster ooling s hedules must be employed.
Iterative improvement (II) (Aarts & van Laarhoven, 1985) is a heuristi simulated annealing algorithm with a very fast ooling s hedule. In fa t, j = 1 for all j . The eventual
advantage of this greedy algorithm is that it onverges in a few iterations to a lo al maximum. By restarting many times from di erent initial on gurations x, one hopes to nd
di erent lo al maxima of p(x) and eventually visit the MAP state x . In pra ti e, by using
the II heuristi one may nd better solutions than SA for a limited omputation time.
From an implementation point of view, it is trivial to onvert MCMC ode to SA (or II)
ode. For example, onsider the Gibbs sampler. To implement SA, we need to onstru t
a as ade of Gibbs samplers, ea h with stationary distribution p(x)j . The exa t one time
sli e marginal of this distribution is p(xk jx k )j . So, SA just samples from the a tual
(temperature=1) marginal p(xk jx k ) raised to a power j .
3.2 The Swit hing State Spa e Model and MAP Estimation
To solve the rhythm quantization problem, we need to al ulate the MAP state of the
posterior in Eq. 11
p( 1:K jy0:K )

Z

/ p( 1:K ) dz0:K p(y0:K jz0:K ; 1:K )p(z0:K j 1:K )
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This is a ombinatorial optimization problem: we seek the maximum of a fun tion p( 1:K jy0:K )
that asso iates a number with ea h of the dis rete on gurations 1:K . Sin e it is not feasible
to visit all of the exponentially many on gurations to nd the maximizing on guration

1:K , we will resort to sto hasti sear h algorithms su h as simulated annealing (SA) and
iterative improvement (II). Due to the strong relationship between the Gibbs sampler and
SA (or II), we will rst review the Gibbs sampler for the swit hing state spa e model.
The rst important observation is that, onditioned on 1:K , the model be omes a linear
state spa e model and the integration on z0:K an be omputed analyti ally using Kalman
ltering equations. Consequently, one an sample only 1:K and integrate out z . The
analyti al marginalization, alled Rao-Bla kwellization (Casella & Robert, 1996), improves
the eÆ ien y of the sampler (e.g., see Dou et, de Freitas, Murphy, & Russell, 2000a).
Suppose now that ea h swit h variable k an have S distin t states and we wish to
) ; i = 1 : : : N g. A naive implementation of the
generate N samples (i.e traje tories) f 1:(iK
Gibbs sampler requires that at ea h step k we run the Kalman lter S times on the whole
observation sequen e y0:K to ompute the proposal p( k j 1:(ik) 1 ; k(i+1:1)K ; y0:K ). This would
result in an algorithm of time omplexity O(NK 2 S ) that is prohibitively slow when K is
large. Carter and Kohn (1996) have proposed a mu h more time eÆ ient deterministi s an
Gibbs sampler that ir umvents the need to run the Kalman ltering equations at ea h
step k on the whole observation sequen e y0:K . See also (Dou et & Andrieu, 2001; Murphy,
2002).
The method is based on the observation that the proposal distribution p( k j ) an
be fa torized as a produ t of terms that either depend on past observations y0:k or the
future observations yk+1:K . So the ontribution of the future an be omputed a-priori by
a ba kward ltering pass. Subsequently, the proposal is omputed and samples k(i) are
generated during the forward pass. The sampling distribution is given by

p(

k

j

k

; y0:K ) / p(

k

j

p(y0:K j 1:K )

k)

where the rst term is proportional to the joint prior p(
term an be de omposed as

p(y0:K j 1:K ) =
=

Z

Z

k

j

k)

(17)

/ p( k ;

k ).

The se ond

dzk p(yk+1:K jy0:k ; zk ; 1:K )p(y0:k ; zk j 1:K )

(18)

dzk p(yk+1:K jzk ; k+1:K )p(y0:k ; zk j 1:k )

(19)

Both terms are (unnormalized) Gaussian potentials hen e the integral an be evaluated
analyti ally. The term p(yk+1:K jzk ; k+1:K ) is an unnormalized Gaussian potential in zk and
an be omputed by ba kwards ltering. The se ond term is just the ltering distribution
p(zk jy0:k ; 1:k ) s aled by the likelihood p(y0:k j 1:k ) and an be omputed during forward
ltering. The outline of the algorithm is given below, see the appendix B.1 for details.
1. Initialize 1:(0)K by sampling from a proposal q( 1:K )
2. For i = 1 : : : N

 For k = K 1; : : : ; 0,
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{ Compute p(yk+1:K jzk ; k(i+1:1)K )
For k = 1; : : : ; K ,
{ For s = 1 : : : S
 Compute the proposal
p( k = sj ) / p( k = s;

k)

Z

dzk p(y0:k ; zk j 1:(ik) 1 ;

k

= s)p(yk+1:K jzk ; k(i+1:1)K )

{ Sample k(i) from p( k j )
The resulting algorithm has a time omplexity of O(NKS ), an important saving in terms
of time. However, the spa e omplexity in reases from O(1) to O(K ) sin e expe tations
omputed during the ba kward pass need to be stored.
At ea h step, the Gibbs sampler generates a sample from a single time sli e k. In
ertain types of \sti ky" models, su h as when the dependen e between k and k+1 is
strong, the sampler may get stu k in one on guration, moving very rarely. This is due to
the fa t that most singleton ips end up in low probability on gurations due to the strong
dependen e between adja ent time sli es. As an example, onsider the quantization model
and two on gurations [: : : k ; k+1 : : : ℄ = [: : : 1; 1 : : : ℄ and [: : : 3=2; 1=2 : : : ℄. By updating
only a single sli e, it may be diÆ ult to move between these two on gurations. Consider
an intermediate on guration [: : : 3=2; 1 : : : ℄. Sin e the duration ( k + k+1 ) in reases, all
future quantization lo ations k:K are shifted by 1=2. That may orrespond to a s ore that
is heavily penalized by the prior, thus \blo king" the path.
To allow the sampler move more freely, i.e., to allow for more global jumps, one an
sample from L sli es jointly. In this ase the proposal distribution takes the form
p( k:k+L 1j ) / p( k:k+L 1; (k:k+L 1)) 
Z
dzk+L 1 p(y0:k+L 1; zk+L 1 j 1:(ik) 1 ; k:k+L 1)p(yk+L:K jzk+L 1 ; k(i+L1):K )
Similar to the one sli e ase, terms under the integral are unnormalized Gaussian potentials
(on zk+L 1 ) representing the ontribution of past and future observations. Sin e k:k+L 1
has S L states, the resulting time omplexity for generating N samples is O(NKS L ), thus in
pra ti e L must be kept rather small. One remedy would be to use a Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm with a heuristi proposal distribution q( k:k+L 1jy0:K ) to ir umvent exa t alulation, but it is not obvious how to onstru t su h a q.
One other short oming of the Gibbs sampler (and related MCMC methods) is that the
algorithm in its standard form is inherently oine; we need to have a ess to all of the
observations y0:K to start the simulation. For ertain appli ations, e.g., automati s ore
typesetting, a bat h algorithm might be still feasible. However in s enarios that require
real-time intera tion, su h as in intera tive musi performan e or tempo tra king, online
methods must be used.
3.3 Sequential Monte Carlo
Sequential Monte Carlo, a.k.a. parti le ltering, is a powerful alternative to MCMC for
generating samples from a target posterior distribution. SMC is espe ially suitable for
appli ation in dynami al systems, where observations arrive sequentially.
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The basi idea in SMC is to represent the posterior p(x0:k 1 jy0:k 1 ) at time k 1 by
a (possibly weighted) set of samples fx(0:i)k 1 ; i = 1 : : : N g and extend this representation
to f(x(0:i)k 1 ; x(ki) ); i = 1 : : : N g when the observation yk be omes available at time k. The
ommon pra ti e is to use importan e sampling.
3.3.1 Importan e Sampling

Consider again a high dimensional probability distribution p(x) = p (x)=Z with an unknown
normalization onstant. Suppose we are given a proposal distribution q(x) that is lose to
p(x) su h that high probability regions of both distributions fairly overlap. We
P generate
independent samples, i.e., parti les, x(i) from the proposal su h that q(x)  Ni=1 Æ(x
x(i) )=N . Then we an approximate
1 p (x)
p(x) =
q(x)
(20)
Z q(x)
N

X
(21)
 Z1 pq((xx)) N1 Æ(x x(i) )
i=1
N
X
w(i)

(22)
PN (j) Æ(x x(i) )
j =1 w
i=1
where w(i) = p (x(i) )=q(x(i) ) are the importan e weights. One an interpret w(i) as orre tion fa tors to ompensate for the fa t that we have sampled from the \in orre t" distribution q(x). Given the approximation in Eq.22 we an estimate expe tations by weighted
averages
N
X
w~ (i) f (x(i) )
hf (x)ip(x) 

where w~ (i) = w(i) =

PN
j

=1

(23)

i

=1 w

(j ) are the normalized importan e weights.

3.3.2 Sequential Importan e Sampling

Now we wish to apply importan e sampling to the dynami al model

p(x0:K jy0:K )

/

K
Y
k

=0

p(yk jxk )p(xk jx0:k 1 )

(24)

where x = fz; g. In prin iple one an naively apply standard importan e sampling by using
an arbitrary proposal distribution q(x0:K ). However nding a good proposal distribution
an be hard if K  1. The key idea in sequential importan e sampling is the sequential
onstru tion of the proposal distribution, possibly using the available observations y0:k , i.e.,

q(x0:K jy0:K ) =

K
Y
k

=0
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Given a sequentially onstru ted proposal distribution, one an ompute the importan e
weight re ursively as

p (x(0:i)k jy0:k ) p(yk jx(ki) )p(x(ki) jx(0:i)k 1 ; y0:k 1 ) p(y0:k 1 jx(0:i)k 1 )p(x(0:i)k 1 )
=
(25)
q(x(0:i)k jy0:k )
q(x(ki) jx(0:i)k 1 y0:k )
q(x(0:i)k 1 jy0:k 1 )
p(yk jx(ki) )p(x(ki) jx(0:i)k 1 ; y0:k 1 ) (i)
=
(26)
wk 1
q(x(ki) jx(0:i)k 1 y0:k )

wk(i) =

The sequential update s hema is potentially more a urate than naive importan e sampling sin e at ea h step k, one an generate a parti le from a fairly a urate proposal
distribution that takes the urrent observation yk into a ount. A natural hoi e for the
proposal distribution is the ltering distribution given as

q(xk jx(0:i)k 1 y0:k ) = p(xk jx(0:i)k 1 ; y0:k )

(27)

In this ase the weight update rule in Eq. 26 simpli es to

wk(i) = p(yk jx(0:i)k 1 )wk(i) 1
In fa t, provided that the proposal distribution q is onstru ted sequentially and past sampled traje tories are not updated, the ltering distribution is the optimal hoi e in the sense
of minimizing the varian e of importan e weights w(i) (Dou et, Godsill, & Andrieu, 2000b).
Note that Eq. 27 is identi al to the proposal distribution used in Gibbs sampling at k = K
(Eq 15). At k < K , the SMC proposal does not take future observations into a ount; so
we introdu e dis ount fa tors wk to ompensate for sampling from the wrong distribution.
3.3.3 Sele tion

Unfortunately, the sequential importan e sampling may be degenerate, in fa t, it an be
shown that the varian e of wk(i) in reases with k. In pra ti e, after a few iterations of
the algorithm, only one parti le has almost all of the probability mass and most of the
omputation time is wasted for updating parti les with negligible probability.
To avoid the undesired degenera y problem, several heuristi approa hes are proposed
in the literature. The basi idea is to dupli ate or dis ard parti les a ording to their
normalized importan e weights. The sele tion pro edure an be deterministi or sto hasti . Deterministi sele tion is usually greedy; one hooses N parti les with the highest
importan e weights. In the sto hasti ase, alled resampling, parti les are drawn with a
probability proportional to their importan e weight wk(i) . Re all that normalized weights
fw~k(i) ; i = 1 : : : N g an be interpreted as a dis rete distribution on parti le labels (i).

3.4 SMC for the Swit hing State Spa e Model
The SIS algorithm an be dire tly applied to the swit hing state spa e model by sampling
dire tly from xk = (zk ; k ). However, the parti ulate approximation an be quite poor if z
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Figure 3: Outline of the algorithm. The ellipses orrespond to the onditionals
p(zk j k(i) ; y0:k ). Verti al dotted lines denote the observations yk . At ea h step
k, parti les with low likelihood are dis arded. Surviving parti les are linked to
their parents.

is high dimensional. Hen e, too many parti les may be needed to a urately represent the
posterior.
Similar to the MCMC methods introdu ed in the previous se tion, eÆ ien y an be
improved by analyti ally integrating out z0:k and only sampling from 1:k . In fa t, this
form of Rao-Bla kwellization is reported to give superior results when ompared to standard
parti le ltering where both and z are sampled jointly (Chen & Liu, 2000; Dou et et al.,
2000b). The improvement is perhaps not surprising, sin e importan e sampling performs
best when the sampled spa e is low dimensional.
The algorithm has an intuitive interpretation in terms of a randomized breadth rst tree
sear h pro edure: at ea h new step k, we expand N kernels to obtain S  N new kernels.
Consequently, to avoid explosion in the number of bran hes, we sele t N out of S  N
bran hes proportional to the likelihood, See Figure 3. The derivation and te hni al details
of the algorithm are given in the Appendix C.
The tree sear h interpretation immediately suggests a deterministi version of the algorithm where one sele ts (without repla ement) the N bran hes with highest weight. We
will refer to this method as a greedy lter (GF). The method is also known as split-tra k
lter (Chen & Liu, 2000) and is losely related to Multiple Hypothesis Tra king (MHT)
(Bar-Shalom & Fortmann, 1988). One problem with the greedy sele tion s hema of GF is
the loss of parti le diversity. Even if the parti les are initialized to di erent lo ations in z0 ,
(e.g., to di erent initial tempi), mainly due to the dis rete nature of the state spa e of k ,
most of the parti les be ome identi al after a few steps k. Consequently, results an not
be improved by in reasing the number of parti les N . Nevertheless, when only very few
parti les an be used, say e.g., in a real time appli ation, GF may still be a viable hoi e.
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(i) is optimal. We
Figure 4: A hypotheti al situation where neither of the two parti les 1:5
would obtain eventually a higher likelihood on guration by inter hanging 3
between parti les.
3.5 SMC and estimation of the MAP traje tory
Like MCMC, SMC is a sampling method. Hen e omments made in Se tion 3.1 about the
) jy )
eventual suboptimality of estimating the MAP traje tory from parti les as arg max p( 1:(iK
0:K
also apply here. An hypotheti al situation is shown in gure 4.
One obvious solution is to employ the SA \tri k" and raise the proposal distribution to
a power p( k j) . However, su h a proposal will be peaked on a very few at ea h time
sli e. Consequently, most of the parti les will be ome identi al in time and the algorithm
eventually degenerates to greedy ltering.
An algorithm for estimating the MAP traje tory from a set of SMC samples is re ently
proposed in the literature (Godsill, Dou et, & West, 2001). The algorithm relies on the
observation that on e the parti les x(ki) are sampled during the forward
N pass, one is left with
a dis rete distribution de ned on the (dis rete) supportN
X1:K = K
k=1 Xk . Here Xk denotes
is the support of the ltering distribution a time k and is the Cartesian produ t between
S
sets. Formally, Xk is the set of distin t samples at time k and is given by Xk = i fx(ki) g.
The distribution p(X1:K jy1:K )3 is Markovian be ause the original state transition model
is Markovian, i.e., the posterior an be represented exa tly by
K
Y

p(yk jXk )p(Xk jXk 1 )
=1
Consequently, one an nd the best MAP traje tory arg max p(X1:K ) by using an algorithm
that is analogous to the Viterbi algorithm for hidden Markov models (Rabiner, 1989).
However, this idea does not arry dire tly to the ase when one applies Rao-Bla kwellization. In general, when a subset of the hidden variables
NisK integrated out,Sall time
sli es of the posterior p( 1:K jy1:k ) are oupled, where 1:K = k=1 k and k = i f k(i) g.
One an still employ a hain approximation and run Viterbi, (e.g., Cemgil & Kappen,
2002), but this does not guarantee to nd arg max p( 1:K jy1:k ).
On the other hand, be ause k(i) are drawn from a dis rete set, several parti les be ome
identi al so k has usually a small ardinality when ompared to the number of parti les
N . Consequently, it be omes feasible to employ SA or II on the redu ed state spa e 1:K ;
possibly using a proposal distribution that extends over several time sli es L.
p(X1:K jy1:K ) /

k

3. By a slight abuse of notation we use the symbol Xk both as a set and as a general element when used
in the argument of a density, p(yk jXk ) means p(yk jxk ) s.t. xk 2 Xk
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) ; i = 1 : : : N g, we
In pra ti e, for nding the MAP solution from the parti le set f 1:(iK
) )p( (i) ) and apply iterative
propose to nd the best traje tory i = arg maxi p(y0:K j 1:(iK
1:K

improvement starting from the initial on guration 1:(iK) .

4. Simulations
We have ompared the inferen e methods in terms of the quality of the solution and exeution time. The tests are arried out both on arti ial and real data.
Given the true notation 1:true
K , we measure the quality of a solution in terms of the
log-likelihood di eren e
L = log

p(y0:K j 1:K )p( 1:K )
true
p(y0:K j 1:true
K )p( 1:K )

and in terms of edit distan e

e( 1:K ) =

K
X

(1 Æ(

k

true ))

k

=1
The edit distan e e( 1:K ) gives simply the number of notes that are quantized wrongly.
k

4.1 Arti ial data: Clave pattern
( = [1, 2, 4, 5:5,
The syntheti example is a repeating \son- lave" pattern
7 : : : ℄) with u tuating tempo. We repeat the pattern 6 times and obtain a s ore 1:K with
K = 30.
Su h syn opated rhythms are usually hard to trans ribe and make it diÆ ult to tra k
the tempo even for experien ed human listeners. Moreover, sin e onsets are absent at
prominent beat lo ations, standard beat tra king algorithms usually loose tra k.
Given s ore 1:K , we have generated 100 observation sequen es y0:K by sampling from
the tempo model in Eq. 7. We have parameterized the observation noise varian e4 as
Q = k Qa + Qb . In this formulation, the varian e depends on the length of the interval
between onse utive onsets; longer notes in the s ore allow for more tempo and timing
u tuation. For the tests on the lave example we have not used a prior model that re e ts
true sour e statisti s, instead, we have used the generi prior model de ned in Se tion 2.1
with  = 1.
All the example ases are sampled from the same s ore ( lave pattern). However, due
to the use of the generi prior (that does not apture the exa t sour e statisti s well) and a
relatively broad noise model, the MAP traje tory 1: K given y0:K is not always identi al to
;i
the original lave pattern. For the i'th example, we have de ned the \ground truth" 1:true
K as
the highest likelihood solution found using any sampling te hnique during any independent
run. Although this de nition of the ground truth introdu es some bias, we have found
this exer ise more realisti as well as more dis riminative among various methods when
ompared to, e.g.,, using a dataset with essentially shorter sequen es where the exa t MAP
7

7



>









>

4. The noise ovarian e parameters were R = 0:022 , Qa = 0:062 I and Qb = 0:022 I . I is a 2  2 identity
matrix.
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traje tory an be omputed by exhaustive enumeration. The wish to stress that the main
aim of the simulations on syntheti dataset is to ompare e e tiveness of di erent inferen e
te hniques; we postpone the a tual test whether the model is a good one to our simulations
on real data.
We have tested the MCMC methods, namely Gibbs sampling (Gibbs), simulated annealing (SA) and iterative improvement (II) with one and two time sli e optimal proposal
and for 10 and 50 sweeps. For ea h onset yk , the optimal proposal p( k j) is omputed
always on a xed set, = f0; 1=4; 2=4 : : : 3g. Figure 6 shows a typi al run of MCMC.
Similarly, we have implemented the SMC for N = f1; 5; 10; 50; 100g parti les. The
sele tion s hema was random drawing from the optimal proposal p( k j) omputed using
one or two time sli es. Only in the spe ial ase of greedy ltering (GF), i.e., when N = 1, we
have sele ted the swit h with maximum probability. An example run is shown in Figure 5.
We observe that on average SMC results are superior to MCMC (Figure 7). We observe
that, in reasing the number of sweeps for MCMC does not improve the solution signi antly.
On the other hand, in reasing the number of parti les seems to improve the quality of the
SMC solution monotoni ally. Moreover, the results suggest that sampling from two time
sli es jointly (with the ex eption of SA ) does not have a big e e t. GF outperforms a
parti le lter with 5 parti les that draws randomly from the proposal. That suggests that
for PF with a small number of parti les N , it may be desirable to use a hybrid sele tion
s hema that sele ts the parti le with maximum weight automati ally and randomly sele ts
the remaining N 1.
We ompare inferen e methods in terms of exe ution time and the quality of solutions (as
measured by edit distan e). As Figure 8 suggests, using a two sli e proposal is not justi ed.
Moreover it seems that for omparable omputational e ort, SMC tends to outperform all
MCMC methods.

4.2 Real Data: Beatles
We evaluate the performan e of the model on polyphoni piano performan es. 12 pianists
were invited to play two Beatles songs, Mi helle and Yesterday. Both pie es have a relatively
simple rhythmi stru ture with ample opportunity to add expressiveness by u tuating the
tempo. The original s ore is shown in Figure 9(a). The subje ts had di erent musi al eduation and ba kground: four professional jazz players, four professional lassi al performers
and four amateur lassi al pianists. Ea h arrangement had to be played in three tempo
onditions, three repetitions per tempo ondition. The tempo onditions were normal, slow
and fast tempo, all in a musi ally realisti range and all a ording to the judgment of the
performer. Further details are reported in (Cemgil et al., 2001).
4.2.1 Prepro essing

The original performan es ontained several errors, su h as missing notes or additional notes
that were not on the original s ore. Su h errors are eliminated by using a mat hing te hnique (Heijink, Desain, & Honing, 2000) based on dynami al programming. However, visual
inspe tion of the resulting dataset suggested still several mat hing errors that we interpret
as outliers. To remove these outliers, we have extended the quantization model with a two
state swit hing observation model, i.e., the dis rete spa e onsists of ( k ; ik ). In this simple
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Figure 5: Parti le ltering on lave example with 4 parti les. Ea h ir le denotes the mean
(k(n) ; !k(n) ) where !k(n) = log2 k . The diameter of ea h parti le is proportional
to the normalized importan e weight at ea h generation. '*' denote the true
(; !) pairs; here we have modulated the tempo deterministi ally a ording to
!k = 0:3 sin(2 k =32), observation noise varian e is R = 0:0252 .
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Typi al runs of Gibbs sampling, Simulated Annealing (SA) and Iterative Improvement
(II) on lave example. All algorithms are initialized to the greedy lter solution. The
annealing s hedule for SA was linear from 1 = 0:1 to 33 = 10 and than pro eeding deterministi ally by 34:50 = 1. When SA or II onverge to a on guration, we reinitialize
by a parti le lter with one parti le that draws randomly proportional to the optimal
proposal. Sharp drops in the likelihood orrespond to reinitializations. We see that, at
the rst sweep, the greedy lter solution an only be slightly improved by II. Consequently the sampler reinitializes. The likelihood of SA drops onsiderably, mainly due to
the high temperature, and onsequently stabilizes at a suboptimal solution. The Gibbs
sampler seems to explore the support of the posterior but is no able to visit the MAP
state in this run.
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Figure 7:

Comparison of inferen e methods on the lave data. The squares and ovals denote the
median and the verti al bars orrespond to the interval between %25 and %75 quantiles.
We have tested the MCMC methods (Gibbs, SA and II) independently for 10 and 50
(shown from left to right). The SMC methods are the greedy lter (GF) and parti le lter
(PF). We have tested lters with N = f5; 10; 50; 100g parti les independently (shown
from left to right.).
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Comparison of exe ution time in terms of oating point operations. For all methods, the
rst number (1 or 2) denotes the number sli es used by the optimal proposal distribution.
For the parti le lter (PF), the se ond number denotes the number of parti les. The
dashed lines are merely used to onne t related methods.

outlier dete tion me hanism, ea h swit h ik is a binary indi ator variable spe ifying whether
the onset yk is an outlier or not. We assume that all indi ators are independent a-priori
and have a uniform prior. The observation model is given by p(yk jik ; k ) = N (0; Rik ) 5 .
Sin e the s ore 1:K is known, the only unknown dis rete quantities are the indi ators i0:K .
We have used greedy ltering followed by iterative improvement to nd the MAP state
of indi ators i0:K and eliminated outliers in our further studies. For many performan es,
there were around 2 4 outliers, less than 1% of all the notes. The resulting dataset an
be downloaded from the url http://www.snn.kun.nl/ emgil.
4.2.2 Parameter Estimation

We have trained tempo tra king models with di erent dimensionality D, where D denotes
the dimension of the hidden variable z . In all of the models, we use a transition matrix that
has the form in Eq. 8.
Sin e the true s ore is known, i.e., the quantization lo ation k of ea h onset yk is given,
we an lamp all the dis rete variables in the model. Consequently, we an estimate the
observation noise varian e R, the transition noise varian e Q and the transition matrix
oeÆ ients A from data.
We have optimized the parameters by Expe tation-Maximization (EM) for the linear
dynami al systems (Shumway & Sto er, 1982; Ghahramani & Hinton, 1996) using all perfor5. We took Rik =0 = 0:002 and Rik =1 = 2.
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man es of \Yesterday" as training data. Similarly, the s ore prior parameters are estimated
by frequen y ounts from the s ore of \Yesterday" 6 . All tests are arried out on \Mi helle".
4.2.3 Results

In Figure 9 we show the result of typesetting a performan e with and without tempo
tra king. Due to u tuations in tempo, the quality of the automati ally generated s ore is
very poor. The quality an be signi antly improved by using our model.
Figure 10 shows some tempo tra king examples on Mi helle dataset for pianists from
di erent ba kground and training. We observe that in most ases the results are satisfa tory.
In Figure 11, we give a summary of test results on Mi helle data in terms of the loglikelihood and edit distan e as a fun tion of model order and number of parti les used for
inferen e. Figure 11(a) shows that the median likelihood on test data is in reasing with
model order. This suggests that a higher order lter is able to apture stru ture in pianists' expressive timing. Moreover, as for the sytheti data, we see a somewhat monotoni
in rease in the likelihood of solutions found when using more parti les.
The edit distan e between the original s ore and the estimates are given in Figure 11(b).
Sin e both pie es are arranged for piano, due to polyphony, there are many onsets that are
asso iated with the same quantization lo ation. Consequently, many ktrue in the original
s ore are e e tively zero. In su h ases, typi ally, the orresponding inter onset interval
yk yk 1 is also very small and the orre t quantization (namely k = 0) an be identi ed
even if the tempo estimate is ompletely wrong. As a onsequen e, the edit distan e remains
small. To make the task slightly more hallenging, we ex lude the onsets with ktrue = 0
from edit distan e al ulation.
We observe that the extra predi tion ability obtained using a higher order model does
not dire tly translate to a better trans ription. The errors are around 5% for all models.
On the other hand, the varian e of edit distan e for higher order models is smaller. This
suggests that higher order models tend to be more robust against divergen e from the
original tempo tra k.

5. Dis ussion
We have presented a swit hing state spa e model for joint rhythm quantization and tempo
tra king. The model des ribes the rhythmi stru ture of musi al pie es by a prior distribution over quantization lo ations. In this representation, it is easy to onstru t a generi
prior that prefers simpler notations and to learn parameters from a data set. The prior on
quantization lo ations 0:K translates to a non-Markovian distribution over a s ore 1:K .
Timing deviations introdu ed by performers (tempo u tuation, a entuations and motor errors) are modeled as independent Gaussian noise sour es. Performer spe i timing
preferen es are aptured by the parameters of these distributions.
Given the model, we have formulated rhythm quantization as a MAP state estimation
problem and tempo tra king as a ltering problem. We have introdu ed Markov hain
6. The maximum likelihood parameters for a model of dimension D = 3 are found to be: a = 0:072, R =
0:0132 and q = 0:0082 , q1 = 0:0072 and q2 = 0:0502 . The prior p( ) is p(0) = 0:80, p(1=3) = 0:0082,
p(1=2) = 0:15 p(5=6) = 0:0418. Remaining p( ) are set to 10 6 .
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(d) Tra king at twi e the rate of the
original tempo.

Examples of ltered estimates of z0:K = [k ; k ℄T from the Beatles data set. Cir les
denote the mean of p(zk j 1:original
k ; y0:k ) and \x" denote mean p(zk j 1: k ; y0:k ) obtained by
SMC. It is interesting to note di erent timing hara teristi s. For example the lassi al
pianist uses a lot more tempo u tuation than the professional jazz pianist. Jazz pianist
slows down dramati ally at the end of the pie e, the amateur \rushes", i.e., onstantly
a elerates at the beginning. The tra king and quantization results for (a) and (b)
are satisfa tory. In (a), the lter loses tra k at the last two notes, where the pianist
dramati ally slows down. In ( ), the lter loses tra k but at hes up again. In (d), the
lter jumps to a metri al level that is twi e as fast as the original performan e. That
would translate to a dupli ation in note durations only.
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Figure 11:

SMC results on the test data (108 performan es of Mi helle). For ea h model we show
the results obtained with N = 1; 10; 20 and 50 parti les. The \-" show the median of
the best parti le and \x" denote the median after applying iterative improvement. The
verti al bars orrespond to the interval between %25 and %75 quantiles.
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Monte Carlo (MCMC) and sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) to approximate the respe tive
distributions.
The quantization model we propose is similar to that of (Raphael, 2001a). For trans ription, Raphael proposes to ompute arg max p( 0:K ; z0:K jy0:K ) and uses a message propagation s heme that is essentially analogous to Rao-Bla kwellized parti le ltering. To prevent
the number of kernels from explosion, he uses a deterministi sele tion method, alled
\thinning". The advantage of Raphael's approa h is that the joint MAP traje tory an
be omputed exa tly, provided that the ontinuous hidden state z is one dimensional and
the model is in a parameter regime that keeps the number of propagated Gaussian kernels
limited, e.g., if R is small, thinning an not eliminate many kernels. One disadvantage is
that the number of kernels varies depending upon the features of the ltering distribution;
it is diÆ ult to implement su h a s heme in real time. Perhaps more importantly, simple extensions su h as in reasing the dimensionality of z or introdu ing nonlinearities to
the transition model would render the approa h qui kly invalid. In ontrast, Monte Carlo
methods provide a generi inferen e te hnique that allow great exibility in models one an
employ.
We have tested our method on a hallenging arti ial problem ( lave example). SMC
has outperformed MCMC in terms of the quality of solutions, as measured in terms of the
likelihood as well as the edit distan e. We propose the use of SMC for both problems. For
nding the MAP quantization, we propose to apply iterative improvement (II) to the SMC
solution on the redu ed on guration spa e.
The orre t hoi e of the s ore prior is important in the overall performan e of the
system. Most musi pie es tend to have a ertain rhythmi al vo abulary, that is ertain
rhythmi al motives reo ur several times in a given pie e. The rhythmi stru ture depends
mostly upon the musi al genre and omposer. It seems to be rather diÆ ult to devise
a general prior model that would work well in a large spe trum of styles. Nevertheless,
for a given genre, we expe t a simple prior to apture enough stru ture suÆ ient for good
trans ription. For example, for the Beatles dataset, we have estimated the prior by ounting
from the original s ore of \Yesterday". The statisti s are fairly lose to that of \Mi helle".
The good results on the test set an be partially a ounted for the fa t that both pie es
have a similar rhythmi al stru ture.
Conditioned on the s ore, the tempo tra king model is a linear dynami al system. We
have optimized several tempo models using EM where we have varied the dimension of
tempo variables z . The test results suggest that in reasing the dimensionality of z improves
the likelihood. However, in rease in the likelihood of the whole dataset does not translate
dire tly to overall better quantization results (as measured by edit distan e). We observe
that models trained on the whole training data fail onsistently for some subje ts, espe ially
professional lassi al pianists. Perhaps interestingly, if we train \ ustom" models spe i ally
optimized for the same subje ts, we an improve results signi antly also on test ases.
This observation suggests a kind of multimodality in the parameter spa e where modes
orrespond to di erent performer regimes. It seems that a Kalman lter is able to apture
the stru ture in expressive timing deviations. However, when averaged over all subje ts,
these details tend to be wiped out, as suggested by the quantization results that do not
vary signi antly among models of di erent dimensions.
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A related problem with the edit distan e measure is that under an \average" model, the
likelihood of the desired s ore (e.g., original s ore of \Mi helle") may have a lower likelihood
than a solution found by an inferen e method. In su h ases in reasing the likelihood may
even de rease the edit distan e. In some test ases we even observe solutions with a higher
likelihood than the original notation where all notes are wrong. In most of these ases, the
tempo traje tory of the solution orrespond to the half or twi e of the original tempo so
onsequently all note durations are halved or doubled (e.g., all whole notes are notated as
half notes, all half notes as quarters e.t. .). Considering the fa t that the model is \self
initializing" its tempo, that is we assume a broad un ertainty a-priori, the results are still
satisfa tory from a pra ti al appli ation perspe tive.
One potential short oming of our model is that it takes only timing information of onsets
into a ount. In reality, we believe that pit h and melodi grouping as well as arti ulation
(duration between note onsets and o sets) and dynami s (louder or softer) provide useful
additional information for tempo tra king as well as quantization. Moreover, urrent model
assumes that all onsets are equally relevant for estimation. That is probably in general not
true: for example, a ki k-drum should provide more information about the tempo than a
ute. On the other hand, our simulations suggest that even from su h a limited model one
an obtain quite satisfa tory results, at least for simple piano musi .
It is somewhat surprising, that SMC, basi ally a method that samples from the ltering
distribution outperforms an MCMC method su h as SA that is spe i ally designed for
nding the MAP solution given all observations. An intuitive explanation for relatively
poorer MCMC results is that MCMC pro eeds rst by proposing a global solution and then
tries to improve it by lo al adjustments. A human trans riber, on the other hand, would
listen to shorter segments of musi and gradually write down the s ore. In that respe t,
the sequential update s hema of SMC seems to be more natural for the rhythm trans ription problem. Similar results, where SMC outperforms MCMC are already reported in the
literature, e.g., in the so- alled \Growth Monte Carlo" for generating self-avoiding random
walks (Liu, Chen, & Logvinenko, 2001). It seems that for a large lass of dynami al problems, in luding rhythm trans ription, sequential updating is preferable over bat h methods.
We note that theoreti al onvergen e results for SA require the use of a logarithmi
ooling s hedule. It seems that our ooling s hedule was too fast to meet this requirement;
so one has to be still areful in interpreting the poor performan e as a negative SA result.
We maintain that by using a ri her neighborhood stru ture in the on guration spa e (e.g.,
by using a blo k proposal distribution) and a slower ooling s hedule, SA results an be
improved signi antly. Moreover, MCMC methods an be also be modi ed to operate
sequentially, for example see (Marthi, Pasula, Russell, & Peres, 2002).
Another family of inferen e methods for swit hing state spa e models rely on deterministi approximate methods. This family in ludes variational approximations (Ghahramani &
Hinton, 1998) and expe tation propagation (Heskes, 2002). It remains an interesting open
question whether deterministi approximation methods provide an advantage in terms of
omputation time and a ura y; in parti ular for the quantization problem and for other
swit hing state spa e models. A potential appli ation of the deterministi approximation
te hniques in a MCMC s hema an be in designing proposal distributions that extend over
several time sli es. Su h a s hema would ir umvent the burden for omputing the optimal
proposal distribution exhaustively hen e allowing more global moves for the sampler.
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Our urrent results suggest the superiority of SMC for our problem. Perhaps the most
important advantage of SMC is that it is essentially an \anytime" algorithm; if we have
a faster omputer we an in rease the number of parti les to make use of the additional
omputational power. When omputing time be omes short one an de rease the number
of samples. These features make SMC very attra tive for real-time appli ations where one
an easily tune the quality/ omputation-time tradeo .
Motivated by the pra ti al advantages of SMC and our positive simulation results, we
have implemented a prototype of SMC method in real-time. Our urrent omputer system
(a 800 MHz P3 laptop PC running MS Windows) allows us to use up to 5 parti les with
almost no delay even during busy passages. We expe t to signi antly improve the eÆ ien y
by translating the MATLAB onstru ts to native C ode. Hen e, the method an be used
as a tempo tra ker in an automati intera tive performan e system and as a quantizer in
an automati s ore typesetting program.
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Appendix A. A generi prior model for quantization lo ations
In traditional western musi notation, note durations are generated by re ursive subdivisions
starting from a whole note, hen e it is also onvenient to generate quantization lo ations
in a similar fashion by regular subdivisions. We de ompose a quantization lo ation into an
integer part and a fra tion: = b + ( mod 1). For de ning a prior, we will only use the
fra tion.
The set of all fra tions an be generated by re ursively subdividing the unit interval
[0; 1). We let S = [si ℄ denote a subdivision s hema, where [si ℄ is a ( nite) sequen e of
arbitrary integers (usually small primes su h as 2,3 or 5). The hoi e of a parti ular S
depends mainly on the assumed time signature. We generate the set of fra tions C as
follows: At rst iteration, we divide the unit interval into s1 intervals of equal length and
append the endpoints 0 of resulting intervals into the set C . At ea h following iteration i,
we subdivide all intervals generated by the previous iteration into si equal parts and append
all resulting endpoints to C . Note that thisQpro edure generates a regular grid where two
neighboring grid points have the distan e 1= i si . We denote the iteration number at whi h
the endpoint 0 is rst inserted to C as the depth of 0 (with respe t to S ). This number will
be denoted as d( 0 jS ). It is easy to see that this de nition of d oin ides with the number
of signi ant bits to represent mod 1 when S = [2; 2; : : : ℄.
As an illustirative example onsider the subdivision S = [3; 2℄. At the rst iteration, the
unit interval is divided into s1 = 3 equal intervals, and the resulting endpoints 0, 1=3, and
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2=3 are inserted into C with depths d(0) = d(1=3) = d(2=3) = 1. At the se ond iteration,
the new endpoints 1=6, 3=6 and 5=6 are inserted to C and are assigned the depth 2.
Given an S , we an de ne a distribution on quantization lo ations

p(

k

jS ) / exp( d( k mod 1jS ))

If we wish to onsider several time signatures, i.e., di erent subdivision s hemata, we an
interpret S as a hidden indi ator variable and de Pne a prior p(S ). In this ase, the prior
be omes a multinomial mixture given by p( k ) = S p( k jS )p(S ). For further details and
empiri al results justifying su h a hoi e see (Cemgil et al., 2000).

Appendix B. Derivation of two pass Kalman ltering Equations
Consider a Gaussian potential with mean  and ovarian e  de ned on some domain
indexed by x.
1
1
(x) = Z  N (; ) = Z j2j 2 exp( (x )T  1 (x ))
(28)
2
R
where dx(x) = Z > 0. If Z = 1 the potential is normalized. The exponent in Eq. 28 is
a quadrati form so the potential an be written as
1 T
x Kx)
(29)
(x) = exp(g + hT x
2
where
K 1 T 1
1
h K h
K= 1
h=  1 
g = log Z + log j j
2
2 2
To denote a potential in anoni al form we will use the notation

(x) = Z  N (; )  [h; K; g℄
and we will refer to g, h and K as anoni al parameters. Now we onsider a Gaussian
potential on (x1 ; x2 )T . The anoni al representation is

(x1 ; x2 ) =



h1
h2

 
;

K11 K12
K21 K22

 
;g

In models where several variables are intera ting, one an nd desired quantities by applying
three basi operations de ned on Gaussian potentials. Those are multipli ation, onditioning, and marginalization. The multipli ation of two Gaussian potentials on the same index
set x follows dire tly from Eq. 29 and is given by
0 (x) = a (x)  b (x)
[h0 ; K 0 ; g0 ℄ = [ha ; Ka ; ga ℄  [hb ; Kb ; gb ℄ = [ha + hb ; Ka + Kb ; ga + gb ℄
If the domain of a and b only overlaps on a subset, then potentials are extended to the
appropriate domain by appending zeros to the orresponding dimensions.
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The marginalization operation is given by

(x1 ) =

Z

(x1 ; x2 ) = [h1 K12 K221 h2 ; K11 K12 K221 K21 ; g0 ℄

x2

where g0 = g 21 log jK22 =2 j + 21 h2 T (K22 ) 1 h2 and g is the initial onstant term of (x1 ; x2 ).
The onditioning operation is given by
(x1 ; x2 = x^2 ) = [h1 K12 x^2 ; K11 ; g0 ℄

1 T
2 x^2 K22 x^2 .

where g0 = g + hT2 x^2

B.1 The Kalman Filter Re ursions
Suppose we are given the following linear model subje t to noise
zk = Azk 1 + k
yk = Czk + k
where A and C are onstant matri es, k  N (0; Q) and k  N (0; R)
The model en odes the joint distribution
K
Y

p(yk jzk )p(zk jzk 1 )
=1
p(z1 jz0 ) = p(z1 )

p(z1:K ; y1:K ) =

k

(30)
(31)

1 T 1
1
 P ℄
p(z1 ) = [P 1 ; P 1 ; log j2P j
2 
   T2 1

TR 1
1
0
C
R
C
C
p(y1 jz1 ) =
;
; log j2Rj
R 1C
R 1
0
2
1 T 1
1
y^ R y^1 ℄
p(y1 = y^1 jz1 ) = [0 + C T R 1 y^1 ; C T R 1 C; log j2Rj
2
2 1
   T 1


TQ 1
1
0
A
Q
A
A
p(z2 jz1 ) =
; log j2Qj
Q 1A
Q 1
0 ;
2
:::
B.1.1 Forward Message Passing

Suppose we wish to ompute the likelihood

p(y1:K ) =

Z

zK

p(yK jzK ) : : :

Z

z2

p(z3 jz2 )p(y2 jz2 )

Z
z1

p(z2 jz1 )p(y1 jz1 )p(z1 )

7 We an ompute this integral by starting from z1 and pro eeding to zK . We de ne forward
\messages" as
R
R
7. We let z  dz
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 1j0 = p(z1 )
 k=1:K
= p(yk = y^k jzk ) kjk 1
R
k+1jk = zk p(zk+1 jzk ) kjk
The forward re ursion is given by
 1j0 = [P 1 ; P 1; 21 log j2P j
 k = 1:::K

{
{

{

kjk

1 T 1
2  P ℄

= [hkjk ; Kkjk ; gkjk ℄
hkjk = C T R 1 y^k + hkjk 1
Kkjk = C T R 1 C + Kkjk 1
gkjk = gkjk 1 12 log j2Rj 21 y^1T R 1 y^k
{ k+1jk = [hk+1jk ; Kk+1jk ; gk+1jk ℄
Mk = (AT Q 1 A + Kkjk ) 1
hk+1jk = Q 1 AMk hkjk
Kk+1jk = Q 1 Q 1 AMk AT Q 1
gk+1jk = gkjk 21 log j2Qj + 21 log j2Mk j + 21 hTkjk Mk hkjk
kjk

B.1.2 Ba kward Message Passing

We an ompute the likelihood also by starting from yK .

p(y1:K ) =

Z

z1

p(z1 )p(y1 jz1 )

Z

z2

p(z2 jz1 )p(y2 jz2 ) : : :

Z
zK

In this ase the ba kward propagation an be summarized as

 K jK +1 = 1
 k = K :::1
= p(yk = y^k jzk ) kjk+1
R
k 1jk = zk p(zk jzk 1 ) kjk
The re ursion is given by
 [hK jK +1; KK jK +1; gK jK +1℄ = [0; 0; 0℄
 k = K :::1
{ kjk = [hkjk ; Kkjk ; gkjk ℄
hkjk = C T R 1 y^k + hkjk+1
Kkjk = C T R 1 C + Kkjk+1

{
{

kjk
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{

k

gkjk = 12 log j2Rj 21 y^kT R 1 y^k + gkjk+1
1jk = [hk 1jk ; Kk 1jk ; gk 1jk ℄
Mk = (Q 1 + Kkjk ) 1
hk 1jk = AT Q 1 Mk hkjk
Kk 1jk = AT Q 1 (Q Mk )Q 1 A
gk 1jk = gkjk 21 log j2Qj + 21 log j2Mk j + 21 h Tkjk Mk hkjk

B.2 Kalman Smoothing
Suppose we wish to nd the distribution of a parti ular zk given all the observations y1:K .
We just have to ombine forward and ba kward messages as
p(zk jy1:K )

/ p(yk+1:K ; zk ; y1:k )

= p(y1:k ; zk )p(yk+1:K jzk )
= kjk  kjk+1
= [hkjk + hkjk+1 ; Kkjk + Kkjk+1; gkjk + gkjk+1℄

Appendix C. Rao-Bla kwellized SMC for the Swit hing State spa e
Model
We let i = 1 : : : N be an index over parti les and s = 1 : : : S an index over states of . We
denote the (unnormalized) ltering distribution at time k 1 by
(ki) 1 =^ p(y0:k 1; zk 1 j 1:(ik) 1 )
Sin e y0:k 1 are observed, (ki) 1 is a Gaussian potential on zk 1 with parameters Zk(i) 1 
N ((i) ; (i) ). Note that the normalization onstant Zk(i) 1 is the data likelihood p(y0:k 1j 1:(ik) 1) =
R k (1i) k 1
dzk k 1 . Similarly, we denote the ltered distribution at the next sli e onditioned on
k = s by

(ksji) =
^

Z

dzk 1 p(yk jzk )p(zk jzk 1 ; k = s)(ki) 1
(32)
= p(y0:k ; zk j 1:(ik) 1 ; k = s)
We denote the normalization onstant of (ksji) by Zk(sji). Hen e the joint proposal on s and
(i) is given by

Z

dzk (ksji)  p( k = s; 1:(ik) 1 )
= p( k = s; 1:(ik) 1 ; y0:k )
The outline of the algorithm is given below:
 Initialize. For i = 1 : : : N , (0i) p(y0; x0)
qk(sji) =
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 For k = 1 : : : K
{ For i = 1 : : : N , s = 1 : : : S
Compute (ksji) from (ki) 1 using Eq.32.
qk(sji) Zk(sji)  p( k = s; 1:(ik) 1 )
{ For i = 1 : : : N
Sele t a tuple (sjj )  qk
(i)
(j )
1:k ( 1:k 1 ; k = s)
(ki) (ksjj )
P (sjj)
wk(i)
s qk
Note that the pro edure has a \built-in" resampling s hema for eliminating parti les
with small importan e weight. Sampling jointly on (sji) is equivalent to sampling a single
s for ea h i and then resampling i a ording to the weights wk(i) . One an also he k that,
sin e we are using the optimal proposal distribution of Eq.27, the weight at ea h step is
given by wk(i) = p( 1:(ik) 1 ; y0:k ).
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